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OUR PROJECT

Welcome to the Crazy Ho Producer NFT project!
"Crazy Ho" is an anime series that follows the
journey of five unique characters: Jal, Agni,
Prithvi, V.A.Y.U, and Amber, who bring
creativity, courage, and unconventional
solutions to societal issues. This whitepaper
outlines the project's vision, the NFT offering,
and the benefits for NFT holders.



THE CRAZY HO

SERIES

"Crazy Ho" is a unique anime series that
explores how these five characters challenge
traditional norms to bring about positive
change. Each character has a distinct
background and personality, providing a
compelling narrative that resonates with
audiences.



MEET OUR SUPERHEROES

Agni Jal Amber Prithvi V.A.Y.U



AGNI

A tom-boyish rebel who speaks her mind and aims to study law.



JAL

An emotional and sensitive musician who dreams of forming his own 
rock band.



AMBER

A confident leader interested in social issues and political science.



PRITHVI

A creative spirit who explores various hobbies while seeking a fulfilling
path.



V.A.Y.U

A witty and sociable risk-taker with a knack for "jugaad."



108 NFTS

The Crazy Ho NFT project offers a limited edition of 108 anime
webseries logo poster NFTs. By purchasing one of these NFTs, you
become a producer of the series, gaining exclusive benefits and a
share in the profits.

Exclusive Benefits for NFT Holders :
Profit Sharing: NFT holders receive a percentage of the
webseries profits, creating a unique investment opportunity.
Character Drop NFTs: Early access to upcoming character-
specific - NFT drops.
AMA Sessions and Community Events: Engage with the Crazy
Ho team and participate in special events.
Access to Behind-the-Scenes Content: Get a closer look at the
production process and upcoming storylines.



WHY 108 NFTS? 

The number 108 as a symbolic reference. 
In ancient Indian astronomy, it was said that the sun was 108 sun-diameters away from the
earth and that the moon was 108 moon-diameters away from the earth. This is remarkably
accurate.

1 signifies beginnings, leadership, and initiative. It's often associated with being proactive,
motivated, and striving towards progress.
0 represents infinity, completeness, the beginning and the end, and in a spiritual context, it
can symbolize the concept of the cosmic whole. 
8 relates to material wealth, abundance, and success in financial matters. It is also associated
with karma, implying the eternal dimensions of our actions.
Sum of Digits: When you add 1 + 0 + 8, you get 9. 

9 is seen as a number of completion and fulfillment. It embodies the qualities of universal
love, eternity, and faith. It is also considered a highly spiritual number, representing the
culmination of the principles and energies of the numbers before it. In many traditions, 9 is
seen as a sacred number because it is the highest single-digit number.

Hence it is considered a very auspicious number and a symbol of progress.



NFT OFFERING

BEYOND SERIES

Exclusive producers community access 

Be a part of On-Ground Change. Opportunity to
brainstorm, ideate, execute and earn recognition 

Chance to interact with Real Heroes of Change.
Early access to their podcast and updates. 

Entry ticket to CrazyHo Verse : A Metaverse game
of Crazy Ho, where NFT holders can earn real
rewards by solving problems in the game.



JOIN THE REVOLUTION 

The Crazy Ho NFT project is a revolutionary initiative that combines anime storytelling with
unique opportunities for NFT holders. By joining this project, you become part of a community
dedicated to challenging traditional norms and creating positive societal change.

BE CRAZY AND BE THE CHANGE


